RULES OF MIXED TEAM EVENTS
FOR RUNNING TARGET MIXED TEAM

2018 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIP 10M IN GYÖR
GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Disciplines:
2. Type of Event
3. Rules
4. Number of participants in
each team

5. Entry Fee
6. Number of stages

7. Position

8. Shooting event procedures Qualification stage

9. Ranking in qualification

10. Tie in qualification stage

11. Medal Match
12. Rules

10 m Running Target, mixed
Team (male/female)
The competition will be organized according to the ISSF
Rules and Regulations, if no other way is stated below.
A team consist of two (2) athletes from each nation. One
man and one woman (juniors or seniors or mixed). A
maximum of two (2) teams per nation is allowed. No
mixed nation teams are allowed.
135€ per team.
Two stages:
- Qualification stage 40 shots mixed runs
- Medal Matches
The two members of the team shoot at the same range.
The man stand on the left side and the woman on the
right side.
The athlete standing on the left side starts with sighting
shots.
The event will be fired in one serie of 8 sighting shots (4
sighting shots for each athlete) and 40 competition shots
mixed runs (20 runs for each team member)
The sighting shots: Both team members alternately; 2
runs each per time (2 runs men, 2 runs women, 2 runs
men 2 runs women)
The Competition: Both team members alternately; 20
runs for each team member (2 runs men, 2 runs women,
2 runs men, 2 runs women, …).
The ranking in qualification stage will be the combined
results of the two team members. The perfect score in
the qualification is 400 points.
Rule ISSF 10.8.4 for Medal Matches are used. The team
decide wich athlete shot the tie breacking shots. The tie
will be shooting according to the rule 10.12.1.1.
The four highest scoring teams in Qualification advance
to the Medal Matches.
The Medal Matches will be organize according to the ISSF
Rules and Regulations, if no other way stated in the rules
here below.

13. Shooting event procedures Medal Matches

14. Scoring:

15. Type of Targets:
16. Malfunction:
17. Penalties:

18. Athlete’s clothing:
19. Music & noise:

20. Irregular cases:

The teams compete in the Medal Matches in fast runs.
The members of the same team shoot at the same range.
In the Medal Matches:
 the first place team in the qualification will
compete against the fourth placed team;
 the second placed team in the qualification will
compete against the third placed team.
The Medal Matches will be conducted on two ranges.
 Before the sighting shots the team will have one
minute preparation time.
 After that 4 sighting shots (1 left run men, 1 right
run woman, 1 left run men and 1 right run
women).
 The competition starts with 2 shots (1 left run
men and 1 right run women).
In Medal Match both athletes are loading the same time;
a command for every competition shot.
Scoring is in decimals. The team with the highest score
after two (2) shots receive one (1) point.
The team who reach six points or more with the
difference of two points is winner of the match.
Electronic Targets for Qualification, Semi-Finals and
Medal Matches.
The ISSF rule will be followed.
In case a shot is fired in the qualification round, before
the command preparation and sighting time start, a
penalty of -2 will be given for the first shot.
In finals, any shot taken before any command, will be
count as zero.
Any
others will
be decided
according
ISSFeach
rules.nation
It is strongly
advised
that the
athletesto
from
wear the same type and colour of clothing.
During the semi-finals and the Medal Matches, the
music and noise will be allowed; the TD must approve
the music program.
Any irregular cases will be decided according to ISSF
rules.

